
I am in the garden drawing a man when my father comes to see. I was thinking of making him a waiter but now that he is there I try to make look good. I then start to draw it with a doctor's uniform like my step-father and my father tells me to connect the stethoscope to a device on his waist.

I get ready for a long cross country ski ride but it turns out to be very short. I then reach the end down hill and find that my step-father has forgotten his skies and is holding my step-sister to make her pooh. A family friend is also there and I whisper to him that I actually met my real father.

I am eating with my relatives and my uncle tells us how any investment is a loss. My father has actually just lost his girlfriend and starts calling an old woman for his new girlfriend but then leaves. I then look around and find many pictures of his dead girlfriend and find that she looked pretty.

I get to a soccer game and find a good seat behind the goalie in a small empty bench of the middle row. A middle age homosexual also comes and decide to seat right next to me. I feel most harassed but luckily a fat woman follows and seats on his other side.

I take the elevator down to the bottom floor of a school where I have my secret laboratory. I feel lucky to be all alone but as I walk through the corridor there is a big surveillance camera in the end. Suddenly an old classmate slides in front of me with his skateboard. He is sleeping in the school.

I get in a classroom and meet my old professor who shows me an article he just had published on a famous American magazine. I then wonder how he made it there and look through it. I find a picture of him and understand that he became a graffiti artist for the sake of the reportage.  

I wake up in my room and find that a beautiful brunette standing inside. There are other people on the floor but they are all asleep. I then look at her walking without shirt to the window. Her breast is perfect and she is not afraid of showing it not even to the others who are actually homeless.

I go down to the valley where my father used to go when he was young and find a small but powerful river. I then walk upstream and find a nice branch going over it. I then climb and seat on it remembering that it was where he used to seat to contemplate. 

It is night out when two soldiers are set to fire but manage to escape. They get down to the shore of a large river where their comrades are trying to fix a boat. They feel safe but suddenly it is day light and they see their enemies on top of the high bank. They are two innocent cartoon characters.

I am in a large gym being attacked by an evil spirit. I then swallow some candies and hit it with powder as it slowly comes flying. It fells on the floor and transforms into another candy but it is acid. I then take the fire extinguisher and run forward to disintegrate it. It is only an empty box.

I go to church and talk to two ladies. They show me the business card of another guy who is now a media producer. As the priest comes in many other guys come forward to give them their cards. He needs one for a job and it could have been me.

It is late morning when I am walking home with my son and find a family friend biking. He suddenly remembers about my step-father and goes to our place. The latter comes down all naked and with a huge hard-on. As I look at it I realize that the tip is wet and he must have fucked my mother.

I am with my parents driving to a restaurant. I get to know the name and play calling it other names but we soon get lost in a narrow street of the historical center. We should have gone another way and can't turn back. There is actually a sign for another restaurant and follow that instead.

It is late already when I take my American friend and his mother to meet his sister. She comes out to meet us in the hallway and is very surprise to see her. They haven't met for a long time and start speaking to each other and eating nuts. It is the first time the mother comes to see her.

My step-father and I are looking at the website of a local car dealer. I then show him how simple it is with only three working pages. I write a comment in one and then write a more extensive one in another referring to the previous one.

My son and I look at a small boy playing a video-game. He has to shoot at robots and doesn't look so difficult. I actually tell my son that it is the perfect video-game for him even though is out of date.

I am in a big Canadian city and find a college area with fine old buildings. I seat in a square to film but a black student is not happy and I continue down to a pizzeria where I should meet with a professor and another black student.

I wake up in a café with my cousin and we all decide to leave and go home to write our dreams. I take the water bottle with me and we go out in the corridor. As my uncle goes in one bathroom I try to talk to my step-father but he goes in another bathroom.

I am sailing with my family and lay down on the keel sticking out from one side. I really want to rest but my son comes over me. I then tell him to stay seated and look for fishes. As I lay down again I realize that my legs are actually the tale of a big fish.

My son and I are watching the first episode of a new TV program but it soon comes to an end. We then search on the computer for the second episode. We get allot of results and the only one we find is actually in Italian. They have all the three episodes of the first series and I go for it.

I meet with a famous designer and show him the prototype I made with another famous designer. It is a grinder with green plastic pees attached and a set of forks. He finds it too fancy and tells me that this other designer is not making anything functional but only exhibits for his own ego.

An assistant professor talks about the pavement of a modern square and tells us to surround it. I then stand up with my classmates and make a circle all around. I get actually close to a column and hold the hand of a short girl from Tuscany. I then lay and say that I am also from a town there.

I am laying in a hospital bed with a large semicircular cut in my back revealing a big clock inside it. A machine is taking all my blood and examining it really fast. They said it is a minor cancer that they will easily remove but I start to think it is something more serious.

I am trying to pull a big neon sign down with a rope and try different letters but a car driver gets suspicious. I then leave the rope there and go in one of the small shops. They sell very good bikes and my step-father is also there. I then strongly suggest him a racing bike with very good shoes.

A volunteer in a high plateau has made a bridge to get supplies from an helicopter. As he tries to get a pot of rice the ropes of the bridge breaks and he is thrown with his colleague in the air. They fly over the trees and luckily end on a huge carpet where they keep jumping for many days. 

I stop skiing and shovel the snow in front of my parents' mountain cottage. As I start to uproot the weed underneath my step-father also comes out with a pitchfork full. He puts his weed on a hole and tells me to put mine in another hole with old batteries. We then look at the neighbour peeing.

I am in a courthouse and show my wife that several classmates are behind bars with the prime minister. As one recognizes me a communist read the verdict. She announces that the majority has voted against the fascist government. She insults it and goes out with a cigarette in her mouth.      

I get to a stand where Italians are placing expensive mountain bikes on a vertical rack. I then talk to them with a Northern dialect and they show me how they have used liquid gas to inflate the wheels. I tell one of them that I also had such bike but then it was stolen and I got a better one.

My son and I get in an empty university building and as we are about to turn back the students come out performing on top of the elevators. The teachers already know my name and adds me to their list. We are then invited to eat with them and I start to talking to an Italian student.

I am about to leave to the airport and the secretary gives me an empty package. I am supposed to use it to send my belongings to her school. I am actually leaving for good but I anyway put the package in my bag even if it has a special paste and I might get caught. 

I am in a pub with my wife who is doing some audio recordings. A girl comes to help her and I leave them alone. The latter is supposed to read a text for her recording but her voice is not so good. My wife then corrects her and tries to giver some candies to see if she gets any better.

It is evening and there are different kinds of small bears walking out of my son's school. As a girl gets in her car I warn her about them and jump in. She drives to my place but I forgot to bring my bike along. I then wonder how long it will last with the thin lock I have.

I am in a friend's place looking for food in her kitchen but her father gets home. I then go back to her room where I start to paint her portrait with her other friends. It is turning out pretty well but her father comes in and also wants us to come to peal carrots.

I am walking up a road at night when a Chinese professor gets close to me all drunk. I then walk faster and reach a group of boyscout being told from their leader how to behave. As I also pretend to listen to her I look at their bus with a long sharp front and the Arab driver resting inside.

A man is on a street preaching like a prophet and using a trowel to fill with a special resin the holes on the cement wall of a condo. We then follow him around it and come to a Chinese exhibition. We go in and find allot of very nice kinetic sculptures that I have already seen back in China.

I seat on a bench of a supermarket by a big man who is telling a smaller man about his operations. The latter leaves and I am left with the big man who I assume to be a wounded American soldier. I am afraid to be so dark skin but luckily they call the number I have on my receipt.

A poet is on a beach feeling most uninspired when a bay-watcher offers him a special cigar. He would just have to smoke it to listen to old folktales but he doesn't want it. A waitress gets it instead and goes taking orders but she is whole drunk and asks the costumers what she should drink.

My wife and I are at a restaurant discussing about a song writer who was actually a very good singer. She then tells me of a singer who was a gorgeous actor but then the bill comes. I let her pay and finish my meal before I will need to go off and fetch our kid again at school.

I am in a white old kitchen when a girl offers me an apple. I accept it and asks her of the wooden shelves that are getting rotten. She then shows me that all of the furnitures are full with black hand marks. As her mother comes out I show her the wall pictures she has of us when we were little.

My step-father has taken all the family up on a bare hill. He then starts drawing with a stick on the dry earth a grid like the scales of a big fish. As everybody has to watch him he starts jumping on one leg inside it. It is actually a video-game that my son soon erases.

The assistant of a famous artist shows the latter a puppet she has built for her. I actually have a better version with legs but can't find the upper body. We then insert it without it and it looks like a child. The artist then puts it inside a cabinet but only photographs it from a single perspective.

I am in a mall and find a barber shop with an Italian name. I then start looking for hairs on the floor to see if I can be the next costumer. I actually should be but a fat guy comes and shows the barber the haircut he tried by himself. He has shaved a triangle over his ears and much regrets it. 

My son and I are in a taxi with a black man driving. He has high music on and blatters something to us. He repeats it and I understand that he is talking about a metal dump that we are passing by. He gives me some documents and I read that he is actually a co-owner.

My son is sick and I decide to plant an onion for him at my parents-in- law. I actually don't do it in the vegetable garden but right in their courtyard. I then dig a big hole and put the onion plant but there is too much to fill and the earth is not sufficient. I then throw in first what I find. 

I am in a classroom with another fellow constructing on the floor when two important professors pass by. One of them praises our manual work even though it is the result of intellectual work. I am actually done constructing a long stick like a giant hammer and try it on my fellow's head.

I get in a pub to have lunch with my colleagues and find that my Chinese boss is also there. I then start jellying at him to get out. He cripples down on his chair and I shout even more that he has to leave. Meanwhile my colleagues come back and I explain to them what a liar he was. 

I get with an old friend and a local in a river to swim but the water is too polluted by the boats. We then get to swim further to the middle but the local stays. Our hotel is actually really close and we get in but find that it is actually another hotel with identical rooms. We try going downstairs.

I am walking with some friends on a busy road of a holiday resort when a shabby American guy walks pass us. He has a red beard and loose clothes making large steps. As he disappears in a barber shop I explain my friends that he is normally going around dressing like a medieval knight.

I follow my best-friend in a shop where his girlfriend wants a plastic surgery. She talks to the cashier and the latter proposes her the right silicon. My best-friend also wants one and she shows him different teeth sculpted in different ways. His girlfriend is actually a fellow of a cosmetic company.

I am watching a high definition cartoon with my two Italian bosses and another colleague. As it finishes one of them asks for comments and the other one reads an entire page. It was actually already prepared and I can see from the screen that it can be downloaded as an attachment,

My mother is giving me a ride down my native village and I tell her of my drunk father. Another guy is driving and takes a shortcut through the forest. Even though he has planned many other adventures he is much afraid of getting stuck there as it gets really cold. His friend takes the wheel. 

I am retreating up a mountain with another soldiers and start running in a tunnel along a road. The enemy has already invaded with their vehicles and we find refugee inside a bunker where a family invites us for coffee. I am about to photograph but I am told that no devices are allowed inside.

I look at a picture of my uncle and my father in two of the strongest handball teams. The latter was even selected for the national team but failed and now lays on a rusty bridge in town. My very old grandmother also lays with her head against his and asks him what went wrong with his life.

I get in the Science Museum but it is not yet open and there is a long queue. I actually read that the month ticket is the same price as the day ticket if I am employed. I don't have my permit but go directly to the cashier and show her all my cards. She finds a valid one but I have to pay allot.

I accompany a friend to his class and tell him about my grandpa at war. As I am about to leave him I remember of all the watch he still has to lend me back. He doesn't have it and I walk away crossing his cute classmate. In the corridor the janitors are arguing for a hole in the toilette paper.

It is night time when my sister and I reach the train station on a big grass cutter going over the snow. Our biological father is in the middle driving and touches my sister's leg. She was not willing to come but then gets really emotional when is time for her to leave.

I get in the old apartment that we just got from my parents and check the bathroom. It is very small and I can't even find the electricity but then see that there is actually a good connection. There is even an opening to get fresh air from the room and I open it even if it is a bit raining outside.     

A guy parks his old car and gets in the old van he had with his girlfriend. Only two gears work and he drives it inside his apartment to fix it. There he starts making small balls with red plasters and I ask for two of them. I then get in my room and use them to protect my ears from all the noise. 

My son and I are walking in the city with his teachers and they demand to examine his socks. He then walks without them and we finally reach a large circus tend where he gets them back with an approval. We then get all in a circle and start singing and dancing.

I am doing programming with a group of Chinese students. They understand all the lines triggering different events but I tell them that it is going to get more complicated. As we are ready to leave they talk about going to visit a monster and my Japanese assistant asks if he can go along.

The director of the art museum grants me to exhibit my work but only in the basement. I then try to construct a model by using small building bricks. I try to have only two platforms but they don't fit. I turn them and they actually fit perfectly.

I get in a train with my Greek classmate and seat opposite to each other. As we start our journey he tells me of his sickness and how he hasn't hesitated to cure it. I can't understand how he has been curing it and try to keep the distance from him but then a girl seats between us.

A friend is setting up an experiment in his studio when a girl comes from downstairs. She asks if we are from the master course and my friend lays saying he is. I then ask about her and she tells me that she is only from an intermediate course in photography. As she leaves I show her my book. 

I am playing baseball with a famous player pitching but he misses all the strikes. I then move to the first base and as he gets distracted I move to the second base where his little daughter is. I make her move to the third base and as she manages to reach it he starts protesting but we are right.

I am with two girls documenting a war in the Middle East. I see the soldiers' reflection in their eyes and propose to start filming that. As we try to do it a cart with bounded women arrives. One of them tells us that the two prettiest have been taken by the soldiers while she has been raped.  

I am walking with my son in the suburbs and come to a house where a cute white dog is being fed with groove salt. As the owner invites me in there are actually many other owners that comes with their dog to feed them with groove salt. The former is a friend's wife and makes tea for me.

I am by a pond waiting for a colleague to come out after a meeting with our boss. I see her coming from the opposite side and reach her before she walks away. The meeting went good and we walk along the rocks to go party with another colleague. They tell me how bad it went the previous year.

I get to the cash desks in the middle of a supermarket. I then ask the cashier if I can pay for my grocery there and use a check. The other cashier tells her in Spanish that she can and their ugly boss approaches. He then takes my credit card and slides it in the electric socket. 

I get in a church to attend the service and find that it is an auditorium. I then seat on a high row and wait for the priest that is actually a Chinese. He comes in and seats at a table in the middle of the stage. Two of his Chinese friends also comes in and seats on his side but there is no service. 

The president of a small African country looks out of his office window at a general being arrested before he overthrows him. The latter actually has a gun and manages to escape. His Japanese friend and his family gives him a ride through the capital and the general inquires about their health.

I go to the bathroom to masturbate with my step-father's magazine but it is very old and only has pictures of historical events. I then go to his bedroom and pick a more updated one. As I seat in the bathroom again looking for a naked picture my step-father starts calling me down.

I get a ride from an immigrant family back to the American city where I now live. We then come to a big intersection and they discuss with each other what to do. They actually turn down to a bigger city down South where they have relatives and I will have to take the bus from there. 

I am on a playground playing with my kid and his Korean friends when I decide to go to the beach. One of them follows me along the river but a lifeguard tells us that we need to pay. She also warns of all the junkies and notice that my shoulder is acing and I might be one of them. We go back. 

It is going to be my birthday and I keep it upstairs while my old friends prepares a surprise for me. They actually want to play some kind of trick and I lean forward to see. They have built a armor of cardboard with pants behind so that won't let me move. 

I wake up early morning and go down to the kitchen with a square pizza that I didn't manage to eat the previous evening. As I am cutting into slices an old classmate wakes up and begs me to give her half. She is starving as the previous evening they only got her falafel which she can't stand.

I am in my parents' basement and have to go to the bathroom. I then go in and notice the old computer installed inside that is making allot of noise. There is even the old printer and find an old note I wrote a long time ago. It is all stuff I wanted to order on the phone but I don't need anymore.  

I am going inside an abandoned house hunting and come to the top floor where I find a deer on a shelf. I then take my bow and arrow out but as I am about to shoot I realize that it is very young. I then leave him alive and go downstairs remembering that I was told to shoot him in the throat.

We are going with my step-father inside a shop looking for something to buy. There is a stand filled with big round watches and he wants one. As I explain to him that they were trendy many years ago I see an childhood friend by the window. I then take my son to feel his strong muscles.

I am walking with my family by the ice skating ring of my native town and look inside. The professional hockey team is training but some of them have no uniforms. One of them comes out that he doesn't even have a stick but has a broken sled instead.

I am walking in a European city with the little daughter of my former girl. I then ask her a few questions and she tells me that she can only speak English and a bit of Dutch in kindergarten. As we keep following other friends his mother comes from the other side but she is still angry with me.   

I am with my old friends and come to a square surrounded by shops. One of them is selling a device to make hip hop music and my friends get in even if they are not interested. I am also about to go in but then remember that I still have to make much videos of the place.

We are walking along a river of a beautiful valley and I point out a horse that is pasturing with cows. As my wife explains that is a special kind of horse we get closer. My son actually gets too close and I immediately take him away before he gets his little arm bitten off.

We are in the South of China and my wife tells me of her colleague who used to take the train down to Thailand. I then tell her that we should also do it and get in a Thai store selling necklaces. There are many crosses and I show her that mine is missing. She then wonders about the necklace.

I am going by bus through an old city of the South willing to visit an ancient museum. As we go through the center I realize that the buildings are like those of a modern city of the North. I finally pass by a Swedish fashion store and realize that we actually are up north.

We are walking in the countryside and pass under some shirts hanged on the small road to dry. There is a small stream coming down from the side and I realize that there is a path to an old Italian city. We keep anyway on the road and reach a small village where there is a long empty square.

I am trying to film some old people out playing tennis but my camera is not recording. I then erase many folders of videos I don't need and by the time I get ready to film I am surrounded by different people. One of them is a woman that seats close to me and starts asking about the camera.

I get in a local hotel that is empty and asks if they serve any food. They only have cold lasagna and as I am going out again to call my wife and son I ask the owner if he has any rooms for the night. He has one and gives me a discount. I then ask for a bigger discount but he starts yelling at me.  

I am walking down to my wife's office with my son talking about Batman. Her Greek colleague hears about it and also wants to have a logo. He then shows me his woolen gloves with the Japanese flag and I get ready to paint the Batman logo on top but he suddenly decides to take other gloves.

I am on a boat at night approaching a tiny island where I am planning to sleep outside. Another guy asks me where he can sleep and I offer him my little tent but as we approach we see three other tends installed. We will now have to share the tent and he claims to snore allot.

I am in front of a frozen old factory and read the letter I got from my sister. She writes that they need me to kick  the gypsies living inside and will get back the money I spend for fuel. I tell this to my wife but she doesn't believe it. I then cross a large pile of snow where kids have been playing. 

I get ready to watch TV by myself but my friends have their TV too high and go and watch it with them. I find them all in bed with my wife. As I warn them that the TV is too hot the Russian gay guy close to her tells me to fuck off and never be back. I leave without a word but then feel offended. 

I get in my condo followed by a blond middle age woman and get in the elevator together with other tenants. As she complains about the government I forget to push the button and will have to wait to go all the way up. The elevator is actually too fast and I go out willing to walk the stairs down.

I am going down a corridor and pass by a guy I knew. I actually find the boxing gloves I gave him in the garbage. I want to throw them to him but there is a lady crying. She then hugs me saying that her little nephew just died of malaria. I then make a pendulum to tell her the kids she will have.

A man goes with his family to the river of a big city where his new lover is waiting. Before he abandons her to go North again he jumps in the water with their only cow. It drowns and he follows along until he can cut its neck and make the frozen water all red.

I am home with my wife's colleague and make a pizza. I suddenly remember about my colleague and find her message. She took a taxi with her family to meet me and I think of inviting them also for the pizza but the message was sent in the afternoon. There is even a picture of them eating.  

I am in an empty restaurant and get served a thick pee soup. I actually put a plate on top and think of going to take a shower first but then notice the waiter eating the same soup. It must be very delicious and I decide to eat it first even though I am only wearing my pajama. 

My wife has sent me up to my neighbours to check how their apartment has been newly renovated. I am actually standing in the middle of the last staircase and decide not to go. I only look out of the window at the beautiful winter afternoon. The neighbour's shepherd is out playing in the snow.

I bike forward my step-father and choose to follow a mountain path marked red coming to a depot. The road continues through it and I arrive to a museum with old cannons on display. My wife is inside with her old friend and kids and I pick up mine to continue the ride.

I am walking with my Swedish friends and pass by an ice-cream place. As one of them gets an ice-cream the other starts praising him. As we start walking I think of hitting the first one in the back so that he spits all the ice-cream but the latter takes us up to his apartment to show his artwork.

A woman is presenting a large hemisphere of glass rotating on a machine that etches it. As she talks about it to another woman she accidentally rests with her elbows on top of it. The hemisphere moves and the etching gets out of place but she is not concerned.   


